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Abstract

Currently, voice biometrics systems are attracting a growing interest driven by the need for new authentication modalities. The BioVoz project focuses on the reliability of these systems, threatened by various types of attacks, from a simple playback of prerecorded speech to more sophisticated variants such as impersonation based on voice conversion or synthesis. One problem in detecting spoofed speech is the lack of suitable models based on classical signal processing techniques. Therefore, the current trend is based on the use of deep neural networks, either for direct attack detection, or for obtaining deep feature vectors to represent the audio signals. However, these solutions raise many questions that are still unanswered and are the subject of the research proposed here. These include what spectral or temporal information should be used to feed the network, how to compensate for the effect of acoustic noise, what network architecture is appropriate, or what methodology should be used for training in order to provide the network with discriminative generalization capabilities. The present project focuses on the search for solutions to the aforementioned problems without forgetting a fundamental issue, little studied so far, such as the integration of fraud detection in the whole biometrics system.

Index Terms: antispoofing, voice biometrics, speaker verification, robustness, secure biometrics, embeddings, deep neural networks.

1. Introduction

In a digital society in which interaction with information systems is increasingly frequent, either to access them or to carry out all kinds of formalities, procedures and transactions, there is a clear need to incorporate authentication techniques that increase the security of this interaction while keeping naturalness and ease of use. Of the various forms of authentication, those based on the use of biometric physical (fingerprint, iris, face, voice, etc.) or behavioral (gait, speech, etc.) features. In this field, voice is presented as a form of biometric characterization that is particularly suitable and natural for transactions also carried out by voice, while complementing other modalities (fingerprints, iris, etc.).

The underlying technology of any voice biometrics system is automatic speaker verification (ASV). In recent years, interest in ASV systems has increased substantially due to their commercial applications [1]. However, these systems are susceptible to malicious attacks that could breach their security, as an impostor can fool the system using any of these four types of attacks [2]: (i) interpretation attack (imitating the voice of a legitimate user), (ii) replay attack (using recorded voice of a legitimate user), (iii) speech synthesis (by text-to-speech conversion), and (iv) voice conversion (transformation of the impostor’s voice to resemble the genuine target voice). Commonly studied attacks are replay, conversion and synthesis attacks. Likewise, attacks can be physical, when they are captured by microphone, or logical, when they are injected directly into the system, bypassing the microphone. While replay attacks are commonly executed physically, conversion and synthesis attacks are usually applied logically. As with other types of biometric techniques, the scientific community has recently begun to develop countermeasures, or anti-spoofing techniques, to detect these attacks on ASV systems [3]. The importance of developing technologies that address this problem is reflected in a number of challenges associated with the Interspeech'2015/17/19/21 congresses [4][5][6][7][8].

All this recent interest in the security of voice biometrics systems has grown in parallel to the spectacular development of machine learning algorithms in general and deep neural networks in particular. Thus, the field of signal and voice processing is undergoing an unprecedented transformation to which speaker verification and antispoofing techniques are no strangers. For this reason, given the difficulty in finding models based on classical signal processing that discriminate between genuine signals and attacks, the use of neural networks as highly discriminative detectors and/or feature extractors, with the capacity to generalize to attacks not seen during training, has recently been proposed [9][10][11]. The present proposal also adopts this type of approach, conceptually represented in Figure 1 for the case of a standalone system (independent of the ASV system). It must be taken into account that this is a conceptual diagram, so different blocks may be combined in practical implementations.

The BioVoz project is focused on the following aspects of anti-spoofing (also referred to as presentation attack detection, PAD, in the ISO/IEC 30107 standard):

1. Improvement of the architecture of the standalone anti-spoofing system for feature extraction (spectral and/or embeddings), consolidating the work initiated by the research team in the last years.

2. Training methodology of the standalone anti-spoofing system: development of cost functions and data augmentation techniques that allow the network to generalize and detect new attacks not seen in training.

3. Integration of ASV and anti-fraud systems into a single system in which both parts collaborate.

While the first objective aims to consolidate the work done by the research team in recent years, the other two represent very little explored and innovative lines of work, which we consider crucial for the translation of these technologies to secure applications.
2. State of the art in anti-spoofing

The following subsections review the state of the art on the different aspects related to this proposal.

2.1. Feature extraction for anti-spoofing

2.1.1. Spectral features

The first issue to be considered is the extraction of voice features (typically spectral) to feed the system and serve as the basis for the extraction of deep features representing each of the analysis frames. In addition to classical features based on filter banks (FBANK), and Mel-scale cepstral coefficients (MFCC), other types of specific parameters have been proposed for spoofing attack detection: constant-Q cepstral coefficients (CQCC) [12], choolar filter cepstral coefficients and instantaneous frequency features (CFCC-IF) [13] and long-term spectral statistics (LTSS) [14]. These three types of features have proven to be more effective when used with classical classifiers such as LDA (linear discriminant analysis), GMM (Gaussian mixtures models) or SVM (support vector machines). Despite the variety of existing works in search of suitable spectral features, there have been few studies specifically using signal phase as in the case of CFCC-IF mentioned above or in [15], where it is shown that relative-phase shift (RPS), modified group delay (MGD) or cosine phase (CosPhase) parameters provide meaningful performance improvements.

2.1.2. End-to-end systems

As an alternative to the use of separate magnitude and phase characteristics, other formats can be considered. Thus, a particularly interesting way to avoid this separation is to work in end-to-end mode, i.e. directly on the audio samples as in [16], where the use of a CNN (convolutional neural network) for signal processing is proposed, or in [17], where a new type of CNN called SincNet, which implements an optimizable filter bank using gradient descent techniques, is proposed. End-to-end models have undergone a spectacular development in recent years in speech applications, where the so-called Wavenet model [18] for speech synthesis has gained considerable popularity. Another possibility is derived from the use of spectral information as a complex sequence to be processed by the network. Although networks capable of handling complex data [19] are not widely used at the moment, their potential usefulness in signal processing systems is evident [43].

2.1.3. Deep feature extraction

One methodology to ensure that the anti-spoofing system is able to generalize and detect attacks not even seen during training is based on the extraction of deep features or embeddings [20][21], i.e., discriminative features extracted by deep neural networks, understood as those that are extracted from one of the intermediate layers that make up the neural network. This type of technique is known in the literature as distance metric learning [22][23], and finds its application in those problems where it is necessary to define some kind of distance between pairs of signals, so that the representations obtained for signals of the same class are closer (in the space of the defined metric) than those of different classes.

For the extraction of frame-level features (see Fig. 1), deep neural networks with multiple fully connected layers (deep neural networks, DNN) [10][21], as well as convolutional networks [21][24] have been applied. Once the deep raster features have been obtained, it is necessary to combine all of them to obtain a single identity vector. For this purpose, several methodologies have been proposed such as obtaining the average [10] or a weighted average using an attention model [25], or the application of recurrent neural networks (RNN) that allow the learning of long temporal dependencies [24][26][27]. Specifically, this last technique has been proposed by this research team and it is the one that presents the best performance in detecting synthesis spoofing and voice conversion attacks on ASVspoof-2015 data. Also, there are networks that directly perform the process of extracting the spoofing identity vectors from the spectral information. This is the case of [21], where a single RNN sweeps the incoming sequence, of [11], which combines a CNN with an RNN to provide the identity vector, or [14], where the identity vector is obtained from signal spectral statistics.

A research line of interest for the present project is based on the application of attention models to the extraction of deep raster features. Attention models have been initially proposed to increase the accuracy of classification systems in which an alignment between the input sequence to the network and the target sequence is required since both sequences have different lengths. At the moment it is a topic little explored in anti-spoofing systems [28] or ASV [25].

2.1.4. Feature extraction for noisy environments

A problem inherent to all automatic systems working with speech signals is that of noisy environments that reduce their performance. Anti-spoofing systems are no exception [15][29]. Despite this, there are so far few works that address it. Thus, in [29] a noisy version of the ASVspoof 2015 challenge database...
was developed with which in [10] it is shown that neural networks can also be very effective in extracting suitable discriminative features even in noisy conditions. This research team has also proposed a technique based on the use of noise masks that provide useful information to the neural network about the noise present at each point in the time-frequency space [24][27].

An interesting unsupervised alternative to combat the effect of noise is based on the use of bottleneck features. Although this type of features are very little studied in the field of anti-spoofing, they have been tested in robust ASV under different modalities such as multitask training [30], generative adversarial networks (GAN) [31] or variational autoencoders [32].

3. Training methods for anti-spoofing

One of the most relevant aspects when trying to train neural networks is the selection of a training methodology and a cost function appropriate to the problem at hand. A typical cost function in classification problems is the cross-entropy. In the case of anti-spoofing with deep features the most common is to use cross entropy to perform a multiclass training considering the genuine speech class and the classes corresponding to each of the spoofing attacks present in the training set [21].

However, in both ASV and anti-spoofing, other training techniques to obtain more discriminative features, using cost functions that incorporate distances or similarity measures, have been proposed. Thus, for example, Siamese networks use a contrastive cost function (acting on two networks that share parameters) that attempts to maximize the distance between features of different classes at each iteration [33]. Networks based on a triplet loss criterion [34] take this idea further by simultaneously (in the same iteration) trying to maximize the distance between features of different classes and minimize the distance between features of the same class. This project research team has already work on these methods, proposing an effective generalization of triplet-loss based on the use of kernels [35]. Another alternative training methodology to the previous ones is that of multi-task training, whereby the network tries to learn according to different training criteria in order to exploit the synergies between them [30].

On the other hand, training techniques that perform data augmentation from adversarial examples have also emerged in recent years as one of the main lines of research [36]. Adversarial learning techniques allow finding model weaknesses by generating artificial adversarial examples that closely resemble real examples. Moreover, these adversarial examples can be used to retrain the system (by performing data augmentation), which thus learns to defend itself against such adversarial attacks. Because an anti-spoofing system must be very robust to both seen and unseen attacks, it is imperative to defend it against different types of adversarial attacks [37][44].

4. ASV-PAD integration

PAD systems must be integrated with the ASV system to form the complete voice-based biometric system. However, this integration is not sufficiently explored. There are two types of integration: (1) integration at the score level; and (2) integration at the deep feature level (embeddings).

Integration at the score level combines the scores obtained independently by the ASV and anti-spoofing systems. In turn, at this level of integration there are two possible approaches [Sahidullah16] represented in Figure 2: (a) cascade integration, and (b) score fusion. In cascaded integration, the logical access

5. Project objectives

The main objectives of this project are summarized in the following points:

1. Development of feature extraction methods for standalone anti-spoofing systems. Several directions are considered here:

   (a) Determination of a suitable signal representation for speech anti-spoofing, with special attention to the incorporation of the signal phase since, al-
though commonly discarded in speech processing, it is considered very relevant in the detection of attacks on ASV systems.

(b) Development of an ASV+PAD-integrated identity embedding extraction network, trained as a whole with a suitable criterion. This may provide a simple and powerful feature extractor which also allows incorporating available information about the acoustic environment to provide robustness against noise. The new network architecture should incorporate the analysis capability of convolutional networks for feature extraction and the sequential processing capability of recurrent ones. Possibilities to be reckoned with are the following: incorporating attention models that help to identify those parts of the audio sequence that contain the most relevant information about the attack or, as an alternative to supervised features, the application of bottleneck features based on GANs or variational autoencoders.

(c) Study of alternative data or network formats. Although the previous points focus on the use of spectral information in modulus/phase format, given the peculiarity of phase information, other possibilities will be considered alternatively, such as feature extraction networks being able to process the spectra as complex sequences, or to extract features directly from the signal samples (end-to-end systems).

2. Development of training methods suitable for anti-spoofing. Although the extraction of deep features is usually approached by solving a classification problem with neural networks (which implies the use of cross-entropy or similar classical cost functions), the fact is that the criterion with which they are obtained should take into account that the ultimate goal of the extraction is not only to achieve a high discriminative capacity but also to generalize against attacks not foreseen during training. Thus, we consider relevant the study of new cost functions, such as the contrastive function used in Siamese networks or triplet loss functions, which, incorporating error measures based on distances, simultaneously provide discrimination and generalization capabilities. We also consider the adaptation of other novel training methodologies not explored in anti-spoofing such as the combination of several cost criteria under multi-task structures.

3. Integration of the countermeasure system with the associated ASV system. Although voice anti-spoofing technologies are closely linked to ASV, the integration of both systems has been little studied. We think that it is important not only to look for the optimal working point (from the individual scores provided by both systems) for a given application, as is the case in any verification system, but that both subsystems can integrate and "collaborate" to obtain a more accurate final decision. Ultimately, this final decision is unique (it consists of accepting or rejecting the claimed identity), so it seems logical to develop systems that address the biometric problem jointly.

6. Experimental framework
The experimental framework to be adopted will be that of the ASVspoof challenges that have taken place to date (2015/17/19/21). Each challenge has defined a database with subsets for training, validation and test, a baseline system that serves to obtain reference results (only ASVspoof 2017), and performance measures.

7. Expected results & Information
The expected results of this project can be summarized in the following two points:

1. Improvement of the security of the new modalities of authentication through voice biometrics. To this end, we hope to achieve highly reliable methods for detecting phishing attacks. Since these systems must work in conjunction with ASV, another expected outcome of the project is to obtain a more robust and efficient integration methodology for ASV and anti-hoaxing.

2. Advances in the state of the art associated to deep learning and, in particular, to deep neural networks as essential facilitating techniques for extraction and processing of complex signals such as speech. We hope that this project will help to improve our understanding of different related aspects such as what information we should process and how we should present it, what network architecture is suitable to process a certain type of data, and how we should train the network to extract a highly discriminative and, at the same time, generalizing representation.

More details and information about ongoing activities and obtained results can be found at http://sigmat.ugr.es/proyectos/biovoz/.
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